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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hartman’s linearization theorem says that if 0 is an equilibrium solution of 
the differential equation, 
z’ :- h(z), 
where h is Cl, such that the eigenvalues of h’(0) have nonzero real parts, then 
there is a homeomorphism taking the solutions of this differential equation onto 
the solutions of 
z’ 1 h’(0) z. 
In [I] it was shown that a similar result could be obtained when two of the 
eigenvalucs of h’(O) are conjugate pure imaginary provided the existence of an 
integral is assumed. In this paper we give an analogous result in Theorem 2, 
under the assumption that our differential equation is reversible. In doing so, 
we prove in Theorem I an analog for reversible systems of the Lyapunov- 
Kelley theorem. 
2. DEFINITION OF REVERSIBLE SYSTEMS 
Consider a real differential equation, 
z’ = h(z), (1) 
whcrc z is in RN and h is C’ in some open set U. Then (1) is said to be rewersible 
if there exists a real symmetric matrix S with Sa == Z such that U is invariant 
under S and 
h(Sz) := -Sh(z) 
* ‘I’his work was done with the support of an Alexander van Humboldt fellowship 
while the author was attached to the Lehrstuhl of Professor R. Reissig. 
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for all z in U (cf. Moser [2, p. 341, Hale [3, p. 2671.) Without loss of generality, 
we can assume S has the form, 
. . . 0 
0 
where 1, , I, are the identity matrices of orders a, p, respectively. Then if we 
partition z = (x, y), h = (h, , ha) in the corresponding way, (1) has the form, 
x’ = &, Y), 3” = 4$(x, Y>, 
and the condition that it is reversible means that if (x, y) is in U then so also 
is (x, -JJ) and 
J&% -Y) = --h,(%Y), h,(% -y> = k2(? Y>* 
If x(t) is a solution of the reversible system (1) then so also is Sz( -t), and it 
is easily shown that if g(w) is a C1 transformation satisfying g(Sw) = S,(w) 
then the transformed equation, 
w’ = F(w) = g’(w)-1 h(g(w)), 
also satisfies F(Sw) = -SF(w). 
Now suppose (1) is linear, 
2’ = AZ. (2) 
Then (2) is reversible when AS = -SA. Clearly this holds if and only if 
A= 
. . . 0 
. . . i, 
0 
c 
0 
B 
. . . 0 ’ 
. . . I 0 
where the partitioning of A corresponds to the partitioning of S and B, C are 
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arbitrary n x p, p x ft matrices, respectively. Note that rank A < 2min(n, p). 
Our aim in the rest of this section is for nonsingular A to find a real nonsingular 
matrix E satisfying ES = SE such that E-IAE has a special form. 
From AS =. -SA can be proved by induction that 
(A + hI)m = (--I)” S(A - Al)* S 
for all positive integers m and complex numbers h. This means that if h is an 
eigenvalue of A then so also is -4 and with the same multiplicity. Moreover, 
if WA = UZL ker(A - hI)m is the root space corresponding to ;\, then S( WJ = 
W-h . 
Now suppose A is real nonsingular. Then n must equal p and the distinct 
eigenvalues of A can be written as 
$1 , 4% ,.. ., al ,. . . , A, , Xl ,... , -i/J , -i& ,..., -31 ,..., 41 , --ii1 ,..., 
where the 01’s are real, the $3’s purely imaginary, and the h’s complex. 
Since A is real, x, = Wpis = S(W&, where the bar denotes the complex 
conjugate and ij? one of our purely imaginary eigenvalues. To V = W<e we 
then apply the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let V be a k-dimensional subspace of a complex Euclidean space 
such that S(V) = v, where S is a real symmetric matrix with S2 = I. Then 
V has an orthonormal basis x1 , X, ,..,, xk such that Sxi = %i for i = 1,2,..., k. 
Proof. Let yr , ys ,..., ylc be some orthonormal basis for V. For all i, Syi is in 
r and so 
Syi = i YjAji 3 (3) 
j=l 
where the Xji’s are complex scalars. With Y as the matrix whose columns are the 
yi’s and Q as the matrix with entries hj, , (3) has the matrix form 
SY = FA. 
Then 
and so 
Y = S(SY) = ST/l = SYA = Y&l 
AA=I. 
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Since S is real symmetric, 
CsYi ) Yi) = (yi Y sYj) 
for all i and j where ( , ) denotes the inner product. Substituting (3) in and using 
the orthonormality of yr ,..., yk we deduce that 
hji = Xij for all i and j. 
So fl is symmetric. By a result in Gantmacher [4, p. 71 this means that there is a 
real symmetric B such that II = eiB. 
Put X = Ye-iB/2. The columns xi , x2 ,..., xk of X are orthonormal and form 
a basis for V since e-wj2 is unitary. Also 
SX = Sye-iB’2 = pA,-iBl2 = j7e,iBi2 = X. 
Xl 9 x2 ,...) Xk are then what we want and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. 
If x1, x2 ,..., xk is such a basis for ZVi, then the vectors 
-(I + s> Xl ,..., -(I + S) Xk, i(l - S) x1 )...) i(l - S) Xk 
are real and form a basis for Wi, @ W-, . Since A(1 - S) = (I + S) A, 
A(1 + S) = (I - S) A, and Wi, , W-iB are invariant under A, this means we 
have a real basis yi ,..., yzk for Wi, @ W-, such that Ay, ,..., Ay, are linear 
combinations of yr+r ,.. ., ysk and AY~+~ ,.. ., Aypk linear combinations of yr ,.. . , yk . 
In particular, when k = 1, we get Ay, = -/3y2, Ay2 = flyI . 
Now suppose V is W, or W, @ W, , where 01 is one of our real eigenvalues 
and A one of the complex eigenvalues. Then V is invariant under A. Let 
Xl , x2 ,.**, x1 be a real basis for I’. Then the vectors 
(1 + s> Xl >a*., (I+ S) *z , (I-S)x,,...,(I-S)x, 
form a real basis for I’@ S(V). So we have found a real basis zr ,..., z2r for 
V @ S(V) such that AZ, ,..., AZ, are linear combinations of zl+r ,..., zal and 
AZ 1+1 ,..., AZ,, of zr ,..., zr . 
We now put all our vectors yi , zi together into a 2n x 2n matrix, following 
the ordering of the eigenvalues $3, ,..., 01~ ,..., /\r , A, ,...: 
E = [yl t..., y/c 1..-, 21 ,...I zz ,-.. I yk+l ,..., ynk ,..., ,x1-:1 ,a.., zgL ,... I. 
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Then E is real, nonsingular, ES = SE, and 
AE = [Ay, ,..., AZ, ,... / AY~+~ ,..., Axl+, ,... ] 
= ED, 
where 
D= 
0 . . . . 0 I()...() 
020. .o 
.(). . 
. . . . . 
. . . -0 
0....o ooq.0 
I()...() 0 . . . . 0 
02oa.o . 
.(). . . 
. . . . . 
. . -0 * 
00--o o,*.*o 
Each pair of nonzero blocks in D = E-IAE corresponds to a pair $3, -i,t? or 
01, --OL or to a quadruple A, A, --A, --A. If the eigenvalues i& , -i& both have 
multiplicity one then the first block at the top (denoted by 1) is the scalar --pi 
and the first at the bottom (also denoted by 1) & . 
3. LYAPUNOV-KELLEY THEOREM FOR REVERTIBLE SYSTEMS 
We show in this section how an analog of the Lyapunov-Kelley theorem for 
Hamiltonian systems (cf. Kelley [5]) also holds for reversible systems. Special 
cases of this have already been considered in Pliss [6] and Hale [3, p. 2701. 
We consider a reversible system (1) where h is Cl and we suppose that 
h(0) = 0 and that h’(0) has a pair of nonzero conjugate pure imaginary eigen- 
values i/3, -ifi, each of multiplicity one, and that if X is another eigenvalue then 
ix//3 is not an integer. In particular, this means that h’(0) is nonsingular and since 
Sh’(0) = --h’(O) S implies that S has the form 
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By the work in the previous section, there is a real nonsingular matrix E such 
that ES = SE and 
E-lb’(O) E = 
0 . 
;0 
0 
0 
. .o -PO.. .o 
0 
B 
..o 0 
. .o 0.. . .() 
c 
0.. . .() 
where I?, C are (a - 1) x (n - 1) matrices. Now if we put z = Ew then the 
transformed equation, 
w’ =F(w), 
is still a reversible system but with F’(0) = E-%‘(O) B. This means it has the 
form 
d = -pv + U(u, p, 9, 91, 
P’ = Bq + Yu, P, vu, q), 
(4) 
v’ = Bu + q&p, flu, q), 
4’ = CP + &(u, P, v, 4), 
where U, v are scalar and p, q are in P-l. Also U, P, I/, Q are Cl, vanish together 
with their derivatives at (0, 0, 0, 0), and satisfy 
qu, p, -PI, -4) = - U(% P, v, q), fyu, P, -v, -q) = -P(u, P, v, q), 
Q, $3 -n, -4) = w, P, 21, q), Q(% P, -v, -q) = Q(% p, v, q). 
Moreover, if h is an eigenvalue of [“, t], then ix/j3 is not an integer. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (4) satisfies the conditions just stated. Then (4) has a two- 
dimm.sional invariant manifold, 
M = ((24, p, v, q): p = 9J(u, v), q = L2(u, et), (24” + vy < S} (6 > O), 
where 9, 2 are Cl and vanish together with their derivatives at (0,O). Also 
.qu, -v) = .Gqu, v), qu, -v) = -iqu, v). 
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M consids of a one-parameter (a > 0) family @(t, a) of periodic orbits. @(t, a) is 
Cl, satisjies S@( -t, a) = @(t, a) with @(t, 0) = 0, and its perk is a continuous 
function of a tending to 272/j /I 1 as a -+ 0. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that in Kelley [5]. We introduce the 
polar coordinates, 
u=rcospe, v = r sin pe. 
Then (4) becomes 
et = 1 + ((COS ge . V - sin pe - U)j?r) = 1 + o,(e, Y, p, q), 
r’ = cos ge . U + sin pe . V = R,(8, r, p, q), 
~‘=Bq+P=Bq+P~(e,r,p,q), 
(5) 
q’ = CP + Q = CP + Q&A r, P, d, 
where U = lJ(r cos ,k?e, p, r sin /30, q), etc. Now using 0 as independent variable 
(5) becomes 
dr/de = (1 + WIRl = Rs(4 r, P, q), 
dpide = (1 + W1 (Bq + Pl) = Bq + p&6 r,p, q), (6) 
dqlde = (1 + W1 (CP + Qd = CP + Qde, r, P, n). 
Here R, , P, , Qa are Cr functions with period 27r/[ ,8 1 in 0 vanishing together 
with their derivatives at r = p = q = 0. Moreover, 
R2(--8, r, p, -9) = --R& r, p, 41, 
pd--8, r, p, --4) = -w r, P, q), 
QA--8, r, P, 77) = IQ& r, P, q). 
We now show that we have a Cl one-parameter family of 2a/j p I-periodic 
solutions of (6). (In the sequel, periodic means 27r// fl I-periodic unless indicated 
otherwise.) First we consider an inhomogeneous linear system, 
dplde = Bq + h(e), dqlde = CP + k(e), (7) 
where It, k are continuous periodic functions, h being odd and R even. Now (7) 
has a unique periodic solution p(e), q(8) and there is a constant K > 0 such that 
II P II + II 4 II < K(ll h II + II k II), 
where // /I denotes the supremum norm. But it is easily seen that p( -0), -q( 4) 
is also a solution of (7). Hence, by uniqueness, p( -0) = p(B) and-q( -0) = q(8), 
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So we have shown that (7) has a unique periodic solution p(B), s(e), where p 
is even and q is odd, and 
II P II + II 4 II < Ul h II + II k II). 
Put E = {4(1~/\ p j + K))-l. Then there exists A > 0 such that 
I R,(f’> ~1 y PI p 41) - Rd4 ~2 9 ~2 , q2)l < 41~1 - ~2 I + IPI - ~2 i + I q1 - q2 I), 
1 532(f3, yI , P, ,4d - b(e, r2 , P, , q2)i G (I 4 7~-~2l+iPl-P2I+/91-420, 
I Q&t ~1, P, 9 nd - Q&4 ~2~P2~42)l~41~~-~2/+/P2-P2/+141-~2i)r 
f~~~~~~~~~l~,/+l~~l+l~~l~~~l~,/+Ip~l+I~~/d~~ 
Let 98 be the Banach space consisting of the continuous periodic functions 
+9, p(e), de) with 6 P even and q odd, equipped with the norm /I Y jj + /I p // + 
I/ q Ij . Define Y to be the closed subset consisting of those functions r(0), p(e), 
q(e) in ~8 with II y II + II P II + II q II < A. 
Suppose a is a real number with I a / < 4/2. Let Y, p, q be in 9. Then we 
define r’(e) as 
a + o8 R2CA W PW, a(#$ @J 1 
and j(e), G(0) as the unique periodic solution of 
e/de = Bq + p,(f-t e9, 2w74m 
Wde = CP + Q&t r(f% p@‘), q(4). 
Note that r”(0) is periodic and even because the integrand is odd. Then r^, 6, ij 
is in a and 
/I r^ II+ II j II + II i II < I a I + wdl B I + K) (II y /I + II P II + II 4 II), 
G I a. I + 2+-/l B I + fq A, 
< A/2 + A/2 = A. 
(8) 
Hence r^, j,J is in 9’. 
Now let rr , p, , q1 and y2 , p, , q2 be in Y and let +r , jr , $r correspond to 
yl,p1,q1andil,$2,~2tor2,p2,q2.Then 
fm - f22(e) = j-” tR2(+, 4a PA% 41w - R2cA r2(9% P2(4h q2eu)H 4 
0 
and $r(e) - j2(0), &(f?) - g2(0) is the unique periodic solution of 
&W’ = Bq + p2(ey M% plw9 qdo - P2(& y2w, Peu-91 q2Ph 
doe = CP -f Q2(t w9 plm de)) - Q2(4 ~2(f9, p2m q,(e)). 
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so 
II fl - li II + II $1 - $2 II + II 4 - 42 II 
G 247dl B I + K) (II r1 - r2 II + II Pl - P2ll + II 41 - 92 II> 
< Nl r1 - r2 II + II Pl - Pz II + II 91 - Pz II). 
Hence, for fixed a in / a I < A/2, the mapping taking r, p, q into r^, 6, G is a 
contraction on 9’ and hence has a unique fixed point r” = ?(0, a), j3 = j(13, a), 
4 = tj(t9, a). This is then a periodic solution of (6) with 
q-e, a) = qe, a), fee, 4 = p(4 4, 4(-e, 4 = -aft 4, 
Note that it follows from (8) when a = 0 that 
ye, 0) = 0, e, 0) = 0, g(e, 0) = 0. 
We can then go on to prove by standard techniques that Y”(B, a), j(f?, a), 
P(t?, a) are Cl functions with 
ajqe, opu = 0, age, op2 = 0. 
So we have constructed a one-parameter family of periodic solutions of (6). 
Now, for I a 1 < A/2, define #(t, a) as the solution of 
8’ = i + o,(e, qe, u), p(e, a), q(e, u)) = I + o,(e, u) 
with #(O, a) = 0, where we can suppose A has been chosen so that / Oa(0, a)/ < 4 
if I a ( < A/2. Then #(t, ) a is defined for all t, is continuous in (t, a) with 
#(t, 0) = t, and is Cr in (t, u) for a # 0. Also, since 0,(---B, u) = @a(t!?, a), 
1+5(--t, a) = ---I&& a). Now there exists a unique ~(a) > 0 such that 
v%J(4 4 = 274 rs I ’ 
Moreover, W(U) is continuous with w(O) = 237/j /3 I , Cl for a $10 and 
$w + 44>4 = w, 4 + WI B I for all t. 
Finally it is elementary, though somewhat tedious, to prove that 
u(&h(t, a)/&) + 0 as a -+ 0 uniformly with respect to t in [0, ‘w(u)] and that 
aw’(u) 3 0 as a -+ 0. 
Then for each a in 0 < a < A/2, 
@(t, 4 = (Y$+, a), 4 c0s PW, 4, BW, 494, wt, 44 
X sin kV(t, 4 B(#(t, 4, 4) 
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is a solution of (4) with period w(a). @(t, a) is Cl in (t, a) and S@(--t, u) = 
@(t, a). Also 
qt, 0) = 0, iXP(t, O)/Ckz = (cos fit, 0, sin pt, 0). 
Now we define the functions P(u, v), Z?(u, v) mentioned in the theorem. Since 
%(0,0)/&z = 1, it follows from the implicit function theorem that there exist 
6 > 0 and a unique Cl function A(B, r) such that 
qe, A(B, Y)) = Y for all 0 and r, O<r<S. 
From the properties of r” we easily deduce that A(B, r) has period 27~/1/3 1 in 0 
and that 
Ace, 0) = 0, AC-e, r) = kqe, + 
We then define P(u, v), Z?(u, V) for (u2 + TY)~/~ < 6 by 
9(r cos pe, r sin ge) = jye, kqe, Y)), 22(r cos pe, r sin ge) = p(e, Ate, 7)). 
From the properties of j, 4, and A it follows that 9, 9 are Cl functions vanishing 
together with their derivatives at (0, 0) and that 
9(u, -v) = qu, v), Lqu, -v) = -2?(u, v). 
Moreover, since A(B, r”(0, u)) = a, 
9(r”(e, U) cos ge, qe, U) sin pe) = fqe, u), 
qqe, U) cos pe, qe, U) sin ge) = q(e, u). 
This expresses the fact that the solutions @(t, u) lie on the set &I, defined in the 
statement of the theorem. Conversely, if u, v satisfies (u” + w2)lj2 < 6 then let 
a = A(@, r) where u = Y cos /IS, v = r sin /30. Then the solution @(t, a) passes 
through the point (u, 9(u, v), V, $(u, et)). Hence M is indeed an invariant 
manifold, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Let us look at the special case when the p, Q variables are absent in (4). So we 
consider a system, 
u’ = -pv i- U(u, v), v’ = pu + V(u, v), (9) 
where p + 0; U, V are Cl, vanish together with their derivatives at (0,O) and 
U(u, -fJ) = -U(u, v), qu, 4) = V(u, u). (10) 
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ye, 4, $(t, 4, 44 are defined as in the proof of Theorem 1 and have the same 
properties. Now define 
T and p are both continuous with 
WA 0) = 4, PM 0) = 0, 
T( -A 4 = -TM, a), 64-A 4 = P(4,4 
W + 27d B I , a) = T(+, a) + 274 p 1 , P@ + w P I ,a) = &, a). 
The partial derivatives of T and p with respect to $ exist and are continuous for 
all 4 and sufficiently small a, and those with respect to a exist and are continuous 
for all 4 and sufficiently small a > 0. However, using the fact that 
a(@(t, a)/&~) + 0 as a + 0 uniformly with respect to t in [0, w(u)], it can be 
deduced that a~($, u)/&r + 1 as a + 0 uniformly with respect to $. This, 
together with the fact that u(aT(~#, a)/&) and a-l(+(+, ~)/a$) both tend to zero 
as a + 0 uniformly with respect to 4, implies that the mapping, 
where 
m 4 = VW4 , K,(% ‘UN, 
and 
Kl(u, w) = &(a cos P$, a sin P+> = p(+, 4 ~0s BT(+, 4 
K&J, w) = &,(a ~0s t% a sin M) = ~(4, a) sin BW, 4, 
is a Cl mapping defined on a neighborhood of the origin in R2 with range in R2, 
K(0, 0) = (0,O) and the identity matrix as its Jacobian at (0,O). Also, 
K&4 -4 = K&J, w), K&4, -w) = -K&4, w). 
Expressed in polar coordinates, the mapping K is 
(A4 - (4 r> = (T(+, 4, ~(4, a)), 
which would take the solutions of 
4’ = 27-444 I B I ? a’ =o 
onto the solutions of (5) without p and q, i.e., 
8’ = 1 + 9,(8, Y), r’ = R,(B, I), 
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which is just (9) expressed in polar coordinates. Now we define 
Jb, 4 = =Y% 9, 
a(u, 21) = a(r cos @3, T sin @3) = w(A(B, Y)) 1 /I 1/2~. 
Then we have shown the following result. 
Suppose in (9) U, I/ are Cl in a neighborhood of (0, 0), vanish together with 
their partial derivatives at (0, 0) and satisfy (IO). Then there is a Cl mapping 
J(u, V) = (Jr(u, D), J.,(u, v)), defined on a neighborhood of (0, 0), with 
J(O, 0) = (0, O), J&9 -4 = Jl(% a), Jd% -VI = -J&9 4 
and with the identity matrix as its Jacobian at (0, 0), and a continuous function 
u(u, v), constant on the solutions of (9) with ~(0, 0) = 1 and U(U, -v) = a(u, z)), 
such that if u(t), v(t) is a solution of (9) then Jr(~(ot), o(ot)), J%(u(ut), v(ut)) is a 
solution of 
UT = -pv, 0’ = pu, (11) 
where 0 = u(u(t), w(t)). 
4. LINEARIZATION 
We consider the reversible system (1) where we assume that h(O) :1 0 and 
h’(O) has two nonzero pure imaginary eigenvalues 8, --$I, the other eigenvalues 
having nonzero real parts. Then (1) can be transformed into an equation of the 
form (4) where the eigenvalue of [% “61 h ave nonzero real parts. Then we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let (4) satisfy the same conditions as in Theorem 1 with the 
stronger condition that the eigenvalues of [g “,I have nonzero real parts. Then there 
is a homeomorphism J(u, p, v, q) = ( Jl , J2 , J3 , J& dejined on a neaghborhood of 
(0, 0, 0, 0) with J(0, 0, 0,O) = (0, 0, 0, 0), ad a codinuous yea2 function u(u, p, 
v, q), constant on the solutions of (4) with ~(0, 0, 0,O) = 1, such that if w(t) = 
Wp ~(9, 4% q(t)) is a solution of (4) thm Jdw(4, Jdw(t)), J&W)), J@(t)) 
is a solution of the linear system, 
up = -/!3w, P’ = % v’ = pu, q’ -- cp, 
whm 0 = du(t), p(t), +>, q(t)). 
The theorem follows by application of the theorem in Palmer [7]. This 
theorem is concerned with the system, 
x’ = f (t, x, Y), Y' = A(t) y + g(t, x, r) (x in Rm, y in Rn), (12) 
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where y’ = A(t) y has an exponential dichotomy andf, g are small Lipschitzian, 
and states that (12) has an integral manifold y = s(t, X) and that there is a 
mapping H(t, X, y) = (H1(t, x, y), Ha(t, x, y)), which is a homeomorphism of 
Rm x R” for each fixed t, such that if x(t), y(t) is a solution of (12) 
then H,(t, x(t), y(t)), H,(t, x(t), y(t)) is a solution of 
x’ = f(t, 3, $t, x)), y’ = A(t) y. 
It is easy to see from the proof of this theorem that iff, g, A are independent 
of t then so also are v and H. Also 
W, x, w(t, 4) = (x, 0). 
Moreover, if the first equation is replaced by 
x’ = D(t) x + f(t, x, Y), 
where x’ = D(t) x has a fundamental matrix X(t) satisfying 
( X(t) X-l(s)1 < LeYlt-SI for all t, s 
where L, y are constants with L > 0 and 0 < y < 201, then the theorem still 
holds with appropriate modifications to the inequalities that q1 , qz must satisfy. 
Now consider a Cl autonomous system 
2’ = h(z) 
with h(0) = 0. Then, by a linear change of variables, this can be put in the form, 
x’ = Dx + f(x, Y), y’ = Ay + g(x, Y)? (13) 
where the eigenvalues of D have zero real parts and those of A have nonzero 
real parts and f, g are Cl in a neighborhood of (0, 0), vanishing together with 
their derivatives at (0, 0). We can then extend f, g outside an appropriately 
small neighborhood of (0, 0) to the whole (x, y) space such that the conditions 
of the (modified form of the) theorem in [7j hold. Then we can deduce the 
following. 
Let (13) satisfy the stated conditions. Then there exists d > 0 such that (13) 
has an integral manifold y = w(x) defined for ) x 1 < d, where w is Lipschitzian 
and v(0) = 0; i.e., if x(t) is a solution of 
x’ = Dx + f (x, 44) 
then x(t), w(x(t)) is a solution of (13), and if x(t), y(t) is a solution of (13) defined 
for all t with 1 x(t)( < A, 1 y(t)1 < A then y(t) = o(x(t)) for all t. 
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Moreover, there is a homeomorphism H(x, y) = (H,(x, y), Ha(x, y)), defined 
on a neighborhood of (0,O) with H(0, 0) = (0,O) such that if x(t), y(t) is a 
solution of (13) then 22,(x(t), y(t), H,(x(t), y(t)) is a solution of 
x’ = Dx +f(x, v(x)), y’ = Ay. 
Now we can apply this result to our system (4). We have already found an 
integral manifold p = 9(u, v), q = 9(u, V) for it in Theorem 1. By the above 
result, (4) has an integral manifold p = (9$, zi), q = L~~(u, v). Ke prove 
that these two integral manifolds are the same. Choose u0 , v,, such that 
(~2 + ~“~)i/~ < 6. Then there is a solution u(t), P(u(~), v(t)), v(t), 2(u(t), v(t)) 
of (4) such that u(0) = zq, , v(O) = q. In fact, there is a real LY such that 
with a =:= A(0, Y), where z+, = Y cos /30, o,, = Y sin /I(?. This means that for a 
sufficiently small (and hence for r = (uo2 + vo2)llz sufficiently small) the above 
solution is defined for all t and lies in a prescribed neighborhood of (0, 0, 0,O). 
Using the result above, we deduce that for all t 
Yyu(t), v(t)) = ~‘l(u(t), v(t)>, kqu(t), V(f)) == =q~(Q v(t)), 
and, hence, 
if (uo2 -1 ~~~~~~~ is sufficiently small. So B = .9, , 2 ::= 2, on some neighborhood 
of (0, 0). 
So, applying the second part of the above result, we deduce the existence of a 
homeomorphism H(u, p, U, q) = (Hr , H, , H3 , H4), defined on a neighborhood 
of (0, 0, 0,O) with H(0, 0, 0, 0) = (0, 0, 0, 0), such that if w(t) = (u(t), p(t), u(t), 
q(t)) is a solution of (4) then H,(w(t)), H,(w(t)), H3(w(t)), H,(w(t)) is a solution of 
u’ = -pv + U(u, 9q.4, v), v, qu, v)), 
P’ = Bq, 
Then the system, 
21’ = -/3v + U(u, 9(u, v), v, .qu, v)), 
‘0’ = pu + qu, qu, v), v, qu, v)), 
(14) 
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satisfies the conditions of the result stated at the end of the last section. So there 
.exists a Cl diffeomorphism JO(u, V) = (J&U, w), ],,a(~, v)), defined on a neigh- 
borhood of (0,O) in R2 with Ja(0, 0) = (0, 0), and a continuous real function 
u&u, ZI), constant on the solutions of (14) with us(~, V) = 1, such that if u(t), v(t) 
is a solution of (14) then Jsr(u(u,,t), ~(a,$)), J&(u(ust), ~(a,$)) is a solution of (1 l), 
where a,, = q,(u(t), v(t)). 
Now we define 
where the arguments of the Hi are (u, p, v, 9). Then these are what we want 
and Theorem 2 is proved. 
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